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? More Adults Staff Picks

Horror
Get ready for Halloween and all things fall with one of these scary stories. This list contains all kinds of
horror- ghosts, monsters, murderers and even psychological horror. Turn down the lights, pull up the
covers and get your scare on with a horror book.

Bad Man
Dathan Auerbach
Auerbac
Eric disappeared when he was three years old. Ben looked away for only a second at the grocery store,
but that was all it took. His brother was gone. Vanished right into the sticky air of the Florida Panhandle.
They say you've got only a couple days to find a missing person. That's your window. That window
closed five years ago, leaving Ben's life in ruins. He still looks for his brother. Still searches, while his
stepmother sits and waits and whispers for Eric, refusing to leave the house that Ben's father can no
longer afford. Now twenty and desperate for work, Ben takes a night stock job at the only place that will
have him: the store that blinked Eric out of existence. Ben can feel that there's something wrong there.
With the people. With his boss. With the graffitied baler that shudders and moans and beckons. There's
something wrong with the air itself. He knows he's in the right place now. That the store has much to tell
him. So he keeps searching. Keeps looking for his baby brother, while missing the most important
message of all. That he should have stopped looking.

The Hunger
Alma Katsu
Katsu
Evil is invisible, and it is everywhere. That is the only way to explain the series of misfortunes that have
plagued the wagon train known as the Donner Party. Depleted rations, bitter quarrels, and the mysterious
death of a little boy have driven the isolated travelers to the brink of madness. Though they dream of
what awaits them in the West, long-buried secrets begin to emerge, and dissent among them escalates to
the point of murder and chaos. They cannot seem to escape tragedy...or the feeling that someone--or
something--is stalking them. Whether it's a curse from the beautiful Tamsen Donner (who some think
might be a witch), their ill-advised choice of route through uncharted terrain, or just plain bad luck, the
ninety men, women, and children of the Donner Party are heading into one of one of the deadliest and
most disastrous Western adventures in American history. As members of the group begin to disappear,
the survivors start to wonder if there really is something disturbing, and hungry, waiting for them in the
mountains...and whether the evil that has unfolded around them may have in fact been growing within

them all along.

Inspection
Josh Malerman
Malerma
Boys are being trained at one school for geniuses, girls at another. And neither knows the other exists-until now. The innovative author of Bird Box invites you into a tantalizing world of secrets and lies. J is a
student at a school deep in a forest far away from the rest of the world. J is one of only twenty-six
students, who think of their enigmatic school's founder as their father. His fellow peers are the only
family J has ever had. The students are being trained to be prodigies of art, science, and athletics, and
their life at the school is all they know--and all they are allowed to know. But J is beginning to suspect
that there is something out there, beyond the pines, that the founder does not want him to see, and he's
beginning to ask questions. What is the real purpose of this place? Why can the students never leave?
And what secrets is their father hiding from them? Meanwhile, on the other side of the forest, in a school
very much like J's, a girl named K is asking the same questions. J has never seen a girl, and K has never
seen a boy. As K and J work to investigate the secrets of their two strange schools, they come to discover
something even more mysterious: each other.

The Invited
Jennifer McMahon
McMahon
A chilling ghost story with a twist set in the woods of Vermont as a husband and wife don't simply move
into a haunted house, they start building one from scratch without knowing it, until it's too late. In 1924, a
young mother, Hattie Breckenridge, is hanged from a tree in her yard by the town mob, accused of a
crime that was actually committed by her daughter. Nearly a century later, a young married couple,
Helen and Nate, abandon the comforts of suburbia to begin the ultimate, aspirational do-it-yourself
project: building the house of their dreams on the same forty-four acres of rural land where Hattie once
lived. When they discover that this charming property has a dark and violent past, Helen, a former
history teacher, becomes consumed by Hattie's story and the tragic legend of her descendants, three
generations of "Breckenridge women," each of whom died amid suspicion, and who seem to still be
seeking something elusive and dangerous in the present day.

The Laws of the Skies
Gregoire Courtois

Courtoi
Twelve six-year-olds and their three adult chaperones head into the woods on a camping trip. None of
them make it out alive. The Laws of the Skies follows the terrified children as they scatter into the night
to escape danger, dressed only in their pajamas. They face their darkest childhood fears and new
imaginary threats, like trolls masquerading as boulders and child-eating tree trunks. A harrowing story of
those days in the woods, of illness, poisoning, and accidents; of a love triangle among tots; a pint-sized
hero; and a child on a murderous rampage that comes to a grisly end. Part fairy tale, part horror story, this
macabre fable takes us through the minds of all the members of this doomed part, murderers and
murdered alike.

Little Darlings
Melanie Golding
Golding
Everyone says Lauren Tranter is exhausted, that she needs rest. And they're right; with newborn twins,
Morgan and Riley, she's never been more tired in her life. But she knows what she saw: that night, in her
hospital room, a woman tried to take her babies and replace them with her own...creatures. Yet when the
police arrived, they saw no one. Everyone, from her doctor to her husband, thinks she's imagining things.
A month passes. And one bright summer morning, the babies disappear from Lauren's side in a park. But
when they're found, something is different about them. The infants look like Morgan and Riley to
everyone else. But to Lauren, something is off. As everyone around her celebrates their return, Lauren
begins to scream, convinced they are not her babies. Determined to bring her true infant sons home,
Lauren will risk the unthinkable. But if she's wrong about what she saw she'll be making the biggest
mistake of her life.

The Monster of Elendhaven
Jennifer Giesbrecht
SF Giesbrecht
The city of Elendhaven sulks on the edge of the ocean. Wracked by plague, abandoned by the South,
stripped of industry and left to die. But not everything dies so easily. A thing without a name stalks the
city, a thing shaped like a man, with a dark heart and long pale fingers yearning to wrap around throats.
A monster who cannot die. His frail master sends him out on errands, twisting him with magic, crafting a
plan too cruel to name, while the monster?s heart grows fonder and colder and more cunning. These
monsters of Elendhaven will have their revenge on everyone who wronged the city, even if they have to
burn the world to do it.

The Silent Companions

Purcell
When newly widowed Elsie is sent to see out her pregnancy at her late husband's crumbling country
estate, The Bridge, what greets her is far from the life of wealth and privilege she was expecting. When
Elsie married handsome young heir Rupert Bainbridge, she believed she was destined for a life of luxury.
But with her husband dead just weeks after their marriage, her new servants resentful, and the local
villagers actively hostile, Elsie has only her husband's awkward cousin for company. Or so she thinks.
Inside her new home lies a locked door, beyond which is a painted wooden figure--a silent companion-that bears a striking resemblance to Elsie herself. The residents of The Bridge are terrified of the figure,
but Elsie tries to shrug this off as simple superstition--that is, until she notices the figure's eyes following
her. A Victorian ghost story that evokes a most unsettling kind of fear, this is a tale that creeps its way
through the consciousness in ways you least expect--much like the silent companions themselves

Wanderers
Chuck Wendig
Wendig
A decadent rock star. A deeply religious radio host. A disgraced scientist. And a teenage girl who may be
the world's last hope. In the tradition of The Stand and Station Eleven comes a gripping saga that weaves
an epic tapestry of humanity into an astonishing tale of survival. Shana wakes up one morning to
discover her little sister in the grip of a strange malady. She appears to be sleepwalking. She cannot talk
and cannot be woken up. And she is heading with inexorable determination to a destination that only she
knows. But Shana and are sister are not alone. Soon they are joined by a flock of sleepwalkers from
across America, on the same mysterious journey. And like Shana, there are other "shepherds" who follow
the flock to protect their friends and family on the long dark road ahead. For on their journey, they will
discover an America convulsed with terror and violence, where this apocalyptic epidemic proves less
dangerous than the fear of it. As the rest of society collapses all around them--and an ultraviolent militia
threatens to exterminate them--the fate of the sleepwalkers depends on unraveling the mystery behind the
epidemic. The terrifying secret will either tear the nation apart or bring the survivors together to remake a
shattered world.

Will Haunt You
Brian Kirk
Kirk
Rumors of a deadly book have been floating around the dark corners of the deep web. A disturbing tale
about a mysterious figure who preys on those who read the book and subjects them to a world of
personalized terror. Former heavy metal guitarist Jesse Wheeler was quick to discount the ominous
folklore associated with the book. Seven years ago his greatest responsibility was the nightly guitar solo.
Then one night when Jesse was blackout drunk, he accidentally injured his son, leaving him permanently
disabled. Now he cuts radio jingles and fights to stay clean. But Jesse is wrong. The legend is real?and
tonight he will become the protagonist in an elaborate scheme specifically tailored to prey on his fears
and resurrect the ghosts from his past. Jesse is not the only one in danger, however. By reading the book,
you have volunteered to participate in the author's deadly game, with every page drawing you closer to
your own personalized nightmare. The real horror doesn't begin until you reach the end. That's when the

evil comes for you.
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